ONAP - TM Forum meeting on Intent based automation

ONAP team: Dong Wang, Henry Yu, Lin Meng

TM Forum team: Jörg Niemöller, Kevin McDonnell

Host: Magnus Buhrgard

2022-04-06
Agenda & Team Introductions

Agenda

- Permission to record?
- Introductions – All [5 min]
- Presentation of the Intent Based Networking Use Case in ONAP – Dong Wang [15-20 minutes, including Q&A]
- Guidance on how specifications from TM Forum could be utilized for the use case – Jörg Niemöller, Kevin McDonnell [10-15 minutes]
- Discussion on continued cooperation – All [10 minutes]

- ONAP Team: Dong Wang (China Telecom), Henry Yu (Huawei), Lin Meng (China Mobile)
- TM Forum Team: Jörg Niemöller (Ericsson), Kevin McDonnell (Huawei), Dave Milham (TM Forum)
- Host: Magnus Buhrgard (Ericsson) – ONAP Technical Community Coordinator for Network Management